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Abstract: During coal coking process a great deal of sulfurs are produced and are discarded to surroundings, which makes a lot
of lands to be occupied and puts the environment to be polluted. In order to find multi-win production mode of coal coking for
resources, surroundings and societies, carbon disulfide as an extracting agent was applied to extract sulfur from sulfur cake in this
study. Final laboratory technological condition was that more than 98% sulfur yield could be gotten when the granularity of raw
sulfur powder, liquid-solid ratio, extraction temperature, stirring velocity and stirring time respectively were 200 mesh, 3:1 g/g,
40°C, 200rpm and 30 min.
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1. Introduction
Coal as an important natural resource still plays its
irreplaceable role in 21st Century, especially in those countries
such as China, in which coal resources is relatively abundant
[1-2]. Among those different kinds of coals, coking coal as an
indispensable coal resource in metallurgical industry or in
chemical industry, still has a large number market demand
every year whether market economy model or planned
economy model [3-5]. However, the associated elemental
sulfur is also generated simultaneously while high quality
coke is produced [6-8]. Currently these sulfurs mostly exist in
the form of a mixture of sulfur formation and are discarded to
environments. This disposal method occupies a lot of lands
and pollutes the surroundings, but also it brings a huge waste
of derived resources. As we know sulfur is an important raw
material for the chemical, food, medicine and other industries
[9-11], also there are a great deal of market demand in each
year [12-13]. If these sulfurs can be recycled, then it will not
only have a positive effect on our environments, but also the
production chain of coal coking industry will be extended and
the comprehensive utilization value of coal resources will be
promoted, which will bring important economic significance
to our societies. For solid mixture separation with sulfur,
melting methods such as Frasch [14] and Sicilian [15-16] and
sublimation methods [17] can be used to mine sulfurs from

raw ore deposits with elemental sulfurs or artificial mixture
materials with zero valent sulfurs. However, a large number of
energies have to be consumed once these methods
abovementioned are put to an industrial practice. Thus,
extraction, the rest of sulfur recovery way [18], will become a
method used to decrease energy consumption under
environmental protection with closed cycle of solvent and to
get optimized harvest for eligible sulfur product in this work
because relevant investigation for those sulfurs extraction
from coal coking waste isn’t reported so far.

2. Experimental
2.1. Apparatus and Material
2.1.1. Process and Apparatus
Experimental processes included mainly procedures such
as pulverizing and screening of raw material, experimental
solid leaching and filter as shown in Figure 1, in which solvent
ran in a closed cycle. Key procedures of the process flow chart
were extraction unit and filtration unit, in which particle size
of raw material and post-treatment of filter liquor and filter
cake were considered carefully to improve leaching rate and to
decrease solvent losses and environmental damage.
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Experimental devices including the extraction apparatuses
and filter apparatuses all were conventional devices in a
laboratory. The extraction device was a continuous stirred
tank reactor with a 500ml volume. The filter device was a
vacuum filtration system with a 1000ml volume. Screening
device was a set of sieves with mesh number 60, 100, 150, 200
and 300. Schematic diagram of the extraction apparatuses, the
most important equipment for this experiment, was drawn in
Figure 2 to be used to show key results of the investigation.
Moreover, the model number of the electrical analytical
balance used in experiment was Sartorius BT223S.

2.1.2. Material and Analysis
Raw material was a residual waste cake with an elemental
sulfur of coal coking from a coke-oven plant of Shanxi
Province in China, in which mass fraction of soluble sulfur
was 76% and mass fraction of insoluble substances was 24%
using experimental determination method in this work. Mass
faction of soluble sulfur was less than ± 0.1% compared to
combustion analysis method. The solvent used in extraction
operation, carbon disulfide, was analytical pure with mass
fraction above 99.0%.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the process flow chart.

1-Iron support stand, 2-Stirrer, 3-Constant temperature water bath, 4- Three-neck flask, 5-Support platform
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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2.2. Procedure
2.2.1. Determination of Sulfur Content
1) Take a certain amount sulfur cake and pulverize them in
a mortar, then 60 mesh, 100 mesh, 150 mesh, 200 mesh, 300
mesh particle sizes were screened and were put aside.
2) Weigh 300 mesh sulfur cake powder 100g and solvent
carbon disulfide 500g by electronic balance, then add them
into the three-neck flask shown in Figure 2. Afterwards, adjust
temperature of water bath to 50°C and observe thermometer’s
temperature in three-neck flask. When the mixture’s
temperature reached 45°C in three-neck flask, stirrer set to
150rpm was opened and the time was recorded to be zero time.
Once the extraction time, eight hours, reached, stirrer stopped
and the mixture in three-neck flask was filtered using vacuum
filtration system. The filter liquor was put into a collecting
bottle to be recycled. The filter cake was dried under vacuum
conditions for twenty-four hours in fume cupboard and was
weighed. Finally, calculate sulfur content in sulfur cake
powder.
3) Repeat the above steps three times and take the average
value as the sulfur content of the sulfur cake.
2.2.2. Process
1) Take 60 mesh 100g sulfur cake as raw material and add
them into three-neck flask shown in Figure 2. Also add 200g
the carbon disulfide liquid into the three-neck flask.
Afterwards, adjust temperature of water bath to 40°C and
open stirrer set to 150rpm. When the mixture’s temperature
reached 35°C in the three-neck flask, the time was recorded to
be zero time. After 15mins the stirrer stopped and unloaded
the mixture to vacuum filtration system. On the one hand, the
filter liquor was put into a collecting bottle to be recycled. On
the other hand, the filter cake was dried for twenty-four hours
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by vacuum drying system vacuum in fume cupboard and the
filter cake dried was weighed. Finally, sulfur yield were
calculated.
2) Take sulfur cake with 100 mesh, 150 mesh, 200 mesh
and 300 mesh to repeat procedure 1).
3) Mass of carbon disulfide liquid was adjusted to 500g,
400g, 300g and 100g to repeat procedure 1).
4) Rotation rate of the stirrer was respectively set to 100rpm,
200rpm, 300rpm and 0rpm to repeat procedure 1).
5) Stirring time of the stirrer was adjusted to 30min, 45min,
and 60min to repeat procedure 1).
6) Extraction temperature was set to be 20°C, 25°C, 40°C
and 45°C to repeat procedure 1).
7) The process parameters of the experiments were
identified and three times experiments repeated were done.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effect of Particle Size on Sulfur Yield
Using five-group data of particle size on sulfur yield
schematic diagram of effect of particle size on sulfur yield
was plotted, as shown in Figure 3. As seen from Figure 3, the
sulfur yield increased with the decreasing of particle size of
the raw material. When the particle size was 60 mesh, the
sulfur yield was 0.589. When the particle size was 300 mesh,
the sulfur yield was increased to 0.901. From the slope of the
curve, it could be seen that the yield of sulfur had little effect
after the particle size reached above 200 mesh and the cost of
crushing and of screening would increase. Thus, 200 mesh
was selected as the granularity size of the following
experimental raw materials.

Figure 3. Effect of particle size on sulfur yield.
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3.2. Effect of Liquid-Solid Ratio on Sulfur Yield
Schematic diagram of effect of particle size on sulfur
yield was drawn, as shown in Figure 4 by using five-group
data of liquid-solid ratio on sulfur yield. As seen from
Figure 4, the sulfur yield increased firstly and then
decreased with the increase of liquid-solid ratio. The curve
could be represented to be a parabola. When the liquid-solid
ratio was 1:1, the sulfur yield was 0.356. When the
liquid-solid ratio was 4:1, the sulfur yield was 0.980. When
the liquid-solid ratio was 5:1, the sulfur yield was 0.991. It
could be seen from the experimental data that sulfur yield
had no influence by liquid-solid ratio and thus the cycle
cost would be increased if the liquid-solid ratio was too
large. Therefore, 3:1 was selected as the liquid-solid ratio of
the following experiment.
Figure 5. Effect of stirring rate on sulfur yield.

Moreover, the stirring time had a great influence on sulfur
yield from Figure 6. When the stirring time was zero, the
sulfur yield was 0.503. With the increase of the stirring time,
the sulfur yield also increased, but if the stirring time was too
long, there was little effect on the sulfur yield and the
operation cost was increased subsequently. In experiment
when the stirring time respectively was 30min, 45min and
60min, the sulfur yield all was about 0.99. Thus, 30min was
selected as stirring time for following experiment.

Figure 4. Effect of liquid-solid ratio on sulfur yield.

3.3. Effect of Stirring Rate and Stirring Time on Sulfur Yield
The effect of stirring on sulfur yield was studied in
two-group experiments, which included respectively
experimental data groups of stirring rate’s effect and
stirring time’s effect on sulfur yield. Figure 5, an effect
curve of stirring rate on sulfur yield, and Figure 6, an effect
curve of stirring time on sulfur yield, were drawn using
those two-group data with five experimental points. As seen
in Figure 5, following results could be written: the sulfur
yield was 0.503 when there was no stirring. When the
stirring rate was increased to 200rpm, the sulfur yield was
0.923. When the stirring rate was further increased to
300rpm, the sulfur yield was 0.980. The tendency of this
sulfur yield was from low value to high value with the
increase of the stirring rate. However, the slope of the curve
didn’t have larger change after the stirring rate 200rpm and
this brought the increase of power cost. Therefore, 200rpm
was used to become experimental stirring rate of following
experiment.

Figure 6. Effect of stirring time on sulfur yield.

3.4. Effect of Extraction Temperature on Sulfur Yield
Schematic diagram of effect of extraction temperature on
sulfur yield was drawn in terms of one-group corresponding
experimental data, as shown in Figure 7. From the curve in
the graph sulfur yield changes were from 0.689 to 0.993
when extraction temperature were from 20°C to 45°C. Also
the curve were changed in parabolic form. Above 99% sulfur
yield could be gained when extraction temperature was 40°C.
Finally, 40°C was selected to be a technological point of
extraction temperature.
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Figure 7. Effect of extraction temperature on sulfur yield.

3.5. Verification Experiment
After three verification experiments were done under
above selected technological conditions, the results showed
that more than 98% sulfur yield could have been gotten.
Moreover, combustion analysis of sulfur products showed
that product sulfur purity also had been more than 99.0%.

4. Conclusions
From results and discussion of sulfur extraction
experiments and process verification experiments, the
following conclusions could be drawn: using carbon disulfide
as an extracting agent of sulfur recovery from raw waste cake
of coal coking appropriate experimental conditions was
granularity size of 200 mesh of the sulfur cake, the liquidsolid ratio 3:1 (g/g), extraction temperature 40°C, stirring
rate 200rpm and stirring time 30min. Under the technological
conditions more than 98% sulfur yield could have been
achieved and more than 99.0% product sulfur purity also had
been reached.
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